Development of segment- and target-related neuronal identity in the medicinal leech.
The rhythmic pumping of the paired heart tubes in the medicinal leech Hirudo medicinalis offers an excellent system for studying the development of a simple behavior in terms of its neuronal and muscular components. The present experiments examined the development of identified heart excitor (HE) motor neurons during normal embryogenesis. Using intracellular impalements and dye-filling, we found that the HE motor neurons could be identified at an early stage of development and that they initially elaborated axonal arborizations in inappropriate target fields in the ventral body wall. These inappropriate projections were retracted as those at the appropriate target (developing heart tube muscle) extended. This remodelling occurred at least 4 days before the HEs acquired the adult phenotype of being driven to fire action potentials in a rhythmic pattern. Although the HEs exhibited centrally driven rhythmic oscillations late in embryogenesis, at earlier stages they exhibited largely a tonic discharge interrupted by bursts of inhibitory potentials in a periodic, but not a rhythmic, pattern. We also found what appeared to be non-rhythmic HE homologs in anterior and posterior segments where HE neurons have not been previously described. These homologs may project along similarly patterned guidance cues early in development, since they are at first indistinguishable from the definitive HEs, but they continued to elaborate both lateral and medial body wall projections over the same period that definitive HEs were expanding their arborizations over the developing heart tube and retracting their body wall projections. In both adult and embryonic leeches the homologs exhibited mostly tonic activity that was interrupted by pronounced, but non-rhythmic, hyperpolarizing postsynaptic potentials. Thus, there appears to be early segmental specification directing the final phenotype of the iterated neuron that, in most segments, becomes the HE motor neuron.